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CleartrreeeeAgenda 
l  What is sharpness? 
l  Capture sharpness 

l  Keeping still whilst shooting 
l  Av versus Tv 
l  Mirror Up and Liveview 
l  Lenses 
l  Sensors 

l  Subject sharpness 
l  Focus points and object placement 
l  Separating the subject from the background 
l  The limits of DOF and how to go beyond this 

l  Best practice 



CleartrreeeeSharpness - Wikipedia definitions 
l  Perceived sharpness is a combination of both resolution 

and acutance (CF): It is thus a combination of 
l  Captured resolution, which cannot be changed in processing 
l  Acutance which can be changed 

l  In photography, acutance is the edge contrast of an 
image.  
l  Due to the nature of the human visual system, an image with higher 

acutance appears sharper even though an increase in acutance does 
not increase real resolution 

l  This seminar is all about sharpness in terms 
of Capture resolution rather than Acutance 



CleartrreeeeCapture resolution – a compromise 
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CleartrreeeeCaptured Resolution – Subject challenges 
l  Freezing a moving subject 

l  Increase shutter speed 
l  Move to Shutter Priority (Tv) 

l  Maximising Depth of Field 
l  Increase aperture (larger f/ number)  

l  Move to Aperture Priority (Av) 

l  Increasing magnification on subject 
l  By zooming in on main subject 



CleartrreeeeDepth of Field and impact on sharpness 

l  The smaller the aperture (larger f/stop) the greater the 
Depth of Field 

l  Until diffraction makes the “in focus” area too soft 
l  The Hyperfocal distance maximises Depth of Field for 

any f/ stop (to infinity) 
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CleartrreeeeMore on the camera 
l  Choose single focus point in Auto-focus 

(normally the central one) 
l  Avoids accidental focus on irrelevant subject 

matter 
l  Use pre-focus approach if main subject is not 

central 

l  Camera may not focus at all in low light or 
“featureless” scenes (low contrast) 
l  Symptom is “camera won’t fire” 
l  Solution is to change to MF and refocus by hand 

l  Use Depth of Field preview button to check 
if DOF is what you require 
l  Normal view is aperture “wide-open” to maximise 

light 



CleartrreeeeCapture resolution – Laws of Physics 
l  Lens quality 

l  Imperfections in lenses (softness, distortion, chromatic 
aberrations etc) 
l  Reduce ability to distinguish detail 

§  Consider using “sweet spot” f/ stop aperture for each lens 

l  Diffraction 
l  Behaviour of light at small apertures (as waves) causes softness 

l  Reduces ability to distinguish detail 
§  Consider limiting f/ stop for the sensor (see over) 

l  Noise 
l  Random electrical noise in sensor behaves like light 

l  Reduces ability to distinguish detail 
§  Consider staying on low ISO 



CleartrreeeeFinding your lenses’ “sweet spot” 
l  Key take-aways 

l  Beyond a certain aperture, diffraction becomes a limiting factor on the 
sharpness of an image (due to the wave-like behaviour of light) 
l  This is camera dependent for Canons see: 

http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EOS-5D-Mark-III-DSLR-Camera-Review.aspx 
l  But lens quality issues normally kick in before that 
l  Various web reviewers test lenses (eg www.Photozone.de) 
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CleartrreeeeRock scene (from Widemouth Bay) 



Cleartrreeee

100% zoom on centre of rock 

f/2.8        f/32 



Cleartrreeee

Sensor matrix 

•  As the aperture gets smaller the light point “disc” gets bigger due to diffraction 
•  At some aperture the disc gets bigger than the sensor pixel. 
•  This is termed the diffraction limited aperture (DLA) and image starts to get softer due to 

diffraction 

DLA is dependent on pixel size only 

Lens aperture ring 

Point 
of 

light 

Point of 
Light 

“spread” 
due to 

diffraction 

Airy%disc%diameter%at%wave%length%of%555µm 555
Aperture%(f/)>> 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.8 3.2 4 5.6 8 11 16 22 32

Airy%disc%dia%(µm)> 0.81 0.95 1.22 1.90 2.17 2.71 3.79 5.42 7.45 10.83 14.89 21.66
Pixel%size%(lgth%in%µm)

Galaxy%S2%phone 1.39 0.58 0.45 0.18 -0.50 -0.77 -1.31 -2.40 -4.02 -6.05 -9.44 -13.50 -20.27
Pentax%Q 1.54 0.73 0.59 0.32 -0.36 -0.63 -1.17 -2.25 -3.88 -5.91 -9.29 -13.35 -20.12
Powershot%S100 2.17 1.35 1.22 0.95 0.27 0.00 -0.54 -1.63 -3.25 -5.28 -8.67 -12.73 -19.50
Nikon%1 3.40 2.59 2.45 2.18 1.51 1.24 0.69 -0.39 -2.01 -4.04 -7.43 -11.49 -18.26
Olympus%Pen% 4.29 3.48 3.35 3.08 2.40 2.13 1.59 0.50 -1.12 -3.15 -6.54 -10.60 -17.37
Sony%NEX5 4.77 3.96 3.82 3.55 2.88 2.61 2.06 0.98 -0.64 -2.67 -6.06 -10.12 -16.89
Nikon%D700 8.45 7.64 7.51 7.24 6.56 6.29 5.75 4.66 3.04 1.01 -2.38 -6.44 -13.21
Canon%5dmkii 6.41 5.60 5.46 5.19 4.51 4.24 3.70 2.62 0.99 -1.04 -4.42 -8.48 -15.25
Nikon%D800 4.88 4.07 3.93 3.66 2.99 2.72 2.17 1.09 -0.53 -2.56 -5.95 -10.01 -16.78

If.pixel.lgth.is.greater.than.Airy.disc.dia.(for.given.aperture).then.green,.if.Airy.disc.dia.is.more.than.pixel.dia,.aperture.is.diffraction.limited..



CleartrreeeeTranslating this into reality! 
l  My Canon 5dmkII 

l  Diffraction limited Aperture f/10.2 www.the-digital-picture.com 
l  My Lenses’ “sweet spot” apertures: www.photozone.de 

 

Lens Sweet f spot Wide Hyperf Wide near Tele Hyperf Tele near 
16-35 f/5.6 1.52m 1.16m 7.25m 3.56m 
24-105 f/8 2.42m 1.63m 46m 4.52m 
100 Macro f/8 41.8m 4.47m 
70-300 f/8 20.5m 4.03m 375.3m 4.94m 



Cleartrreeee
Captured resolution – Camera related 
impacts 
l  Long exposures 

l  Require a tripod if longer than 1/telephoto value (mm) 
l  Else all image is blurred 

l  Camera handling whilst shooting 
l  Requires a remote control to fire if telephoto 

l  Else all image is blurred 

l  Mirror bounce in extreme telephoto (200mm +) 
l  Requires “mirror-up” prior to firing 

l  Else all image can be blurred  

l  Image stabilisation doesn’t help much in these situations! 



Cleartrreeee
10 sec exposure – 100mm – windy day! 

Camera strap slapping against tripod Camera strap removed 



CleartrreeeeHandheld 300mm @ 1/640th sec OK? 

Recommendation is to use reciprocal of the focal length as a minimum so: 
300mm = 1/300th second exposure so 1/640th sec should be OK 



CleartrreeeeHandheld 300mm @ 1/640th sec OK? 
Close-up (1:1) it doesn’t look too crisp! 



CleartrreeeeWhat does a Tripod do @ 1/80th sec OK? 
Handheld Image stabilisation on The tripod gives a much crisper edge (IS is still on) 



Cleartrreeee
10 second exposure with ND10 filter f/16 40mm 



CleartrreeeeGetting the most out of a tripod 
l  Sturdy tripods don’t tremble or shake as much as light 

ones 
l  Wind effects them less 

l  Three legs are better than one 
l  Don’t use it with the central column up as this amplifies 

vibrations 
l  Make sure your head and quick-release mechanisms 

are tight!  
l  Don’t let your camera strap flap about in the wind 

l  Can hit the tripod legs causing vibration 



CleartrreeeeISO and noise 
l  Taking an image where all the levels are focussed in the lowest two 

stops has implications: 
l  We capture all light in the lowest levels of sensitivity of the sensor – 

where the most noise lurks 
l  Where the fewest gradations exist (64 levels in the lowest stop, 128 in 

the next highest, etc) 

l  Experimentation (by me) has shown that using RAW and reducing 
the exposure by -2ev in software (DPP, ACR, …) produces a more 
finely detailed and lower noise image than in-camera approaches    

+2 stops overexposed  at ISO3200 (what it looks like at 0EV)  > -2stop capture what it looks like at 0EV 



CleartrreeeeGetting the most out of your camera 
l  Never touch the camera body whilst shooting 

on a tripod 
l  Can cause camera shake, reducing sharpness 

l  Always use a remote control to fire the 
camera 
l  To avoid shaking the camera as above 
 

l  Use Mirror-Lockup function to avoid this 
mechanism causing the camera to shake 
l  5DmkII C.Fn III -6 
l  40D C.Fn III -7 
l  D300/D700 Press release mode dial lock & turn to 

Mup 
l  In all cases 1st press of shutter locks mirror up 2nd 

takes picture 



CleartrreeeeLiveview 
l  Liveview is a mechanism to allow the 

camera sensor to be continuously 
exposed and relayed to the rear 
screen of the camera. 
l  You see what the sensor sees 

l  Cameras with liveview can gain the 
following sharpness benefits: 
l  Very fine-grained focus capability (x5 

and x10 zoom) 
l  An idea of the depth of field (using the 

DOF preview button) 
l  Auto-mirror-up avoiding camera shake 

from mirror mechanism 



CleartrreeeeOther (more extreme) techniques 
l  To increase depth of field beyond that available 

l  Use “Focus slicing” to take multiple shots at different focus 
points in the image (especially for Macros) 

l  Then process using Photoshop or specialist applications 
such as Zerene Stacker or Helecon Focus 

l  Use a Tilt & Shift Lens to alter the plane of focus 
l  Depth of field then forms a wedge leading away from the 

camera with an increasing angle 



CleartrreeeeFocus stacking benefits 

Single shot 100mm f/4.5 As LHS plus 6 others focussed on 
different parts of the flower 



CleartrreeeeFocus stacking to create deep focus 

7 slices each at f/11 (22mm) 



CleartrreeeeCapture resolution - conclusions 

Subject 
(movement, DOF) 

Laws of Physics Camera (Shake) 

Captured resolution 

Increase Shutter 
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Use a Tripod 
to avoid 
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increase DOF 

Increase Shutter 
speed to avoid 

shake on 
magnification 

Shoot below 
camera’s 

diffraction limit 

Shoot at low 
ISO and ETTR 

Use remote 
control to 

avoid shake 

Use mirror-up 
to avoid mirror 

bounce 



CleartrreeeeRAW versus JPEG (versus TIFF) 
l  RAW is a proprietary internal format for high quality imaging 

unique to each manufacturer 
l  In “sensor” format so cannot be displayed 
l  If compressed, then uses a “Lossless” compression 

l  Eg 5616x3744 pixel image is 23.3mb  

l  JPEG - market agreed standard for compressed images 
l  Size is smaller than RAW (or TIFF) because it is “Lossy” 
l  This means you cannot build the original image from the JPEG 

conversion (it “looses” information each time you save the image) 
l  Eg Export above file at Q=100 9MB, at 50%Q only 773kb 

l  TIFF - market agreed standard for high quality images 
l  Size bigger than both RAW & JPEG because it is “lossless” (can build 

original image after compression) 
l  Can contain layers and masks (like Photoshop PSDs) 

l  Eg Export file above (16b, no layers) 126.2mb 



CleartrreeeeTranslating this into reality! 
l  My Canon 5dmkII 

l  Diffraction limited Aperture f/10.2 www.the-digital-picture.com 
l  My Lenses’ “sweet spot” apertures: www.photozone.de 

l  24-105 f/8  
l  70-300 lens  f/8 
l  16-35 lens  f/5.6 
l  100 is macro f/8  

l  ISO100 (lowest available) 
l  Av (let the camera sort out the shutter speed) 
l  Mirror lockup as a user menu choice 
l  Remote control (or 2sec timer) 
l  Manual focus 
l  Live view (to provide accurate DOF and focus point) 
l  TRIPOD 



CleartrreeeeKeeping sharp - conclusions 
l  Taking precautions pays dividends 

l  Avoids frustration with great shots poorly finished 
l  Use a tripod wherever possible 
l  Use a remote control 
l  Use Mirror up when taking shots with a telephoto lens 
l  Understand your lenses’ “sweet spot” apertures for 

maximum capture sharpness 

l  Finally! – All these considerations come AFTER the 
decision about WHAT to take! 



CleartrreeeeThank you 


